Enduring Visions of Love

Romantic Wedding Portraiture

Rob Hefferan

Silent Longing

The Ultimate Expression of Your Love
Across the centuries important and special occasions have always
been captured and portrayed on canvas. Because a painting has
the ability to capture the inner essence and subtle emotions that
make each one of us unique, a specially commissioned portrait is
the perfect wedding gift every bride and groom will cherish.
With the ability to transcend generations and immortalise a
couple’s love for each other, a unique painting of your bride
or groom will become both a family heirloom and an intimate
celebration of your love for each other in a way no photograph
ever could.

Soul Gazing

A thing of beauty is a joy forever.

John Keats

Sonnet of Love

Sonnet of Love

Your Love, Your Life, Your Day.. .
Your wedding is a day like no other. It represents the culmination of your love for each
other. But weddings, no matter how elaborate or special, pass swiftly, leaving behind
a final swirl of confetti and a collection of memories. Sadly, even the most precious
memories have a tendency to fade over the years, whereas a magnificent portrait will
live forever. Hanging on your wall, it will serve as a constant symbol of your love for
each other and will captivate your friends and family for generations to come.

Nothing can diminish the value of love:
it provides us with the memories we will
treasure for the rest of our lives.

A Moments Grace

Contemplation

Commissioning The Perfect Portrait Is Easy
Because every couple is different, it’s important that your portrait reflects your unique qualities
and character. On the day of your wedding, or at a time to suit your convenience, Rob and a
professional photographer will meet you at the location of your choice to photograph you in
your wedding attire. Because we understand that the period leading up to your wedding can be
stressful and time consuming, our unobtrusive approach has been designed to take as little time
as possible.
Whether you would like a painting of the bride and groom together or individual portraits, we
can create an intimate and timeless portrayal that will make a wonderfully unique wedding gift
for parents, family or the newly married couple themselves.

Love shows us who we really are...

Waiting

Anticipation

Nothing can diminish the value of love:
it provides us with the memories we will
treasure for the rest of our lives.

Had I the heavens’ embroidered cloths,
Enwrought with golden and silver light,
The blue and the dim and the dark cloths
Of night and light and the half-light,
I would spread the cloths under your feet:
But I, being poor, have only my dreams;
I have spread my dreams under your feet;
Tread softly because you tread on my dreams.
W.B. Yeats

A Glimpse Of You

Yearning For Love

Tender Secret

She walks in beauty, like the night
Of cloudless climes and starry skies;
And all that’s best of dark and bright
Meet in her aspect and her eyes:
Thus mellow’d to that tender light
Which heaven to gaudy day denies.

Lord Byron

Sheer Grace

There is no instinct like that of the heart.

Lord Byron

La Danse De L’Amour

From Inspirational Process To Beautifully Finished Painting
Once we have created a series of reference photographs, Rob will use these to form the basis of
your painting. Simply choose the size for your portrait and Rob will do the rest.
Although every painting Rob creates is individual, each one shares the same inner radiance
and timeless elegance. Working predominately with oils and acrylics, Rob’s work is imbued
with light, colour and texture to produce works that resonate with vibrant life. Each painting
generally takes 4 to 6 weeks to complete.
When your commission is ready, all you need to do is select from a beautiful range of high
quality frames. Your specially commissioned portrait will then be professionally framed and
delivered by courier to the address of your choice.

When our eyes met;
A timeless moment of true
understanding.
So beautiful, so perfect,
More intimate than our
own skin.

Surrendered Love

Romantic Melody

A Timeless Symbol Of Your love
Brushstroke by brush stroke, Rob builds up an exquisite story of your love for
each other. When our feelings are at their most powerful and poignant words
can often fail us, making it difficult to express how we truly feel. Whether you
choose to give your portrait as a wedding gift or keep it for a future anniversary
gift, such a moving and passionate gesture will speak to your lover across the
years with a message that will remain as fresh and powerful as the day it was
painted.

Lost In Thought

Twilight Reverie

Rob Hefferan
Internationally Acclaimed
Portrait Artist
Rob Hefferan is one of the UK’s most talented portrait artists.
Rob captures the personality of each of his subjects with honesty,
integrity and above all, a sacred appreciation for the unique spirit
embodied within us all. His heartfelt response to humanity is
woven into the very fabric of each outstanding portrait, earning
him the reputation of one of the finest contemporary realists of his
generation. When you commission Rob to capture the tenderness
and joy of your special day, you’ll be working with an artist who is
truly able to define the elusive character of love..
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